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Dan Mitsu plays Kanu, a publishing house employee who has a sexual
relationship with a younger colleague. In fact, this young sexy person is the
heroine of the film herself, a former prostitute named Donna. She misled the
girl and takes care of her, but with the onset of a crisis between the heroes, her
lover and her boss, her head and body are at the disposal of the protagonist. To
cover this up, Donna's character lectures (actually to the protagonist) about
"sexual hardness" and "sexual philosophy" during the courtship. The film is set
in a future dominated by the Democratic Party. Unique technology Startup
works, but can't handle so many incoming raw materials that it has suffered
damage. With horror, the management of the plant and the mining company
watches how the raw materials at their factories become airborne. Instead of
allowing most of the substance to be dispersed, the plant management decides to
destroy the entire nearby production line, along with the people. After that, they
receive a technological failure that stops production and interrupts
communication with the outside world. In an emergency, when a Startup needs
money, a â€œdeadâ€� phone in one of the closed databases deletes the latest
data from its device. The â€œdeadâ€� phone informs all its customers that its
owner has died and offers the services of a funeral master. The investigation
kills the head of the Startup organization, on whose website there is only one
record of death. But his brother, who was presumed dead, was not killed at all.
The brother becomes the head of the organization and dies under the name "El.
J.Davis". The dead phone's management foresees the future and connects L. J.
with an industrial crane that is about to appear in the city, and sends a message
about it to the Startup Factory. But due to the fact that the cranes will not
appear on time, the inhabitants of the city will come to the conclusion that this
is all just PR and they will organize a strike. Meanwhile, in the area where, in
fact, in the same information base, data about all the inhabitants of the city are
stored, the construction of a boiler house begins. And at this time, a new
employee appears at the plant - Rod. The protagonist is investigating a case that
leads to the Don. He learns that he has Startups technology. Friends do a joint
business and, using a "dead" telephone connection, "buy" e
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